Description
This class explores how race and race relationships have been articulated through labor struggle and the formation of the U.S. working-class. Our central focus will be on working women and men of color, or as Robin D. G. Kelley likes to say, labor history from “way, way below.” Kelley’s characterization of, and approach to this history signals the invisibility of race and people of color in traditional labor history and the complicated relationship of non-white laborers to mainstream labor organizations and movements. Readings, discussions, and assignments will reveal how race and racialization has been (and continues to be) a pivotal force in the construction and division of the U.S. working-class throughout the nation’s history. Some readings explore the construction of “white” labor subjectivities as their primary focus, and most readings examine the intersection of gender, race, ethnicity, and class.

The class is organized by theme, not by chronology, though we will be reading books about the nineteenth century first, followed by several books that explore race and labor in the 20th Century. The class is restricted to graduate students. Specific requirements are listed below, though you are welcome and encouraged to come see me during my office hours for more details.

Requirements
Everyone is responsible for reading the primary book (📖) each week. All primary books can be purchased at the University of Oregon Bookstore.
There will be four components to your grade: Discussion, book introduction, book précises, and the historiographical essay. Each is described below:

Discussion 20%
I expect students to arrive on time and ready to discuss the primary book for the week. This is admittedly a subjective grade, but I will let you know if I think your participation needs improvement mid-way through the term.

Book Introduction 20%
You will be responsible for introducing one primary book for one week of the term. In the event that we have more than one student per book, we will double-up in some weeks. In your presentation you will be responsible for three things: 1) present the main thesis of the primary book; 2) discuss how it relates to other books in the field; 3) present at least three questions that challenge the class to think critically about the relationship between race and labor as it is articulated in the primary book (this can include a criticism of the author’s approach and/or interpretation). In discussing how the book relates to the field, I have provided an additional book or books (↗) for you to look at. I strongly recommend that you, as the presenter, read some or all of these books, and find book reviews for the primary and additional book. Book introductions begin April 15 and end May 20. They will be assigned on April 8th.

Book Précis 20%
You are responsible for writing a book précis (or book review) for at least five primary books. The précis must be single spaced, and limited to one page. Your précis will consist of three paragraphs. In the first paragraph you will describe the thesis of the book. In the second paragraph you will describe the methodology used by the author. In the third (and longest) paragraph, you will state your informed opinion of the book, comparing it to the field and critically evaluating the author’s interpretation and use of sources. This exercise should be done for all books, but I am requiring that you hand in only five précises. This is a good habit to get into, especially for history graduate students who can use these précises later in preparation for preliminary exams.

Historiographical Essay 40%
You are responsible for writing an essay discussing at least five books within a particular field of labor history (e.g. Chicana/o Labor History). The essay must discuss the books comparatively, and argue how they individually and collectively define and/or revise their field of study. You may choose no more than two books from the list of primary books in this syllabus to discuss in your essay. Your essay should be 18 to 20 pages long, double-spaced. It is due on or before 1pm, Tuesday, June 10th in my box in Ethnic Studies, 201 McKenzie Hall.
Schedule
All readings must be finished on the date they appear.

April 1   Working-Class History from Way, Way Below

April 8   Why the U.S. Working Class Is Different

April 15  Working-Class & Racial Formation in the White Republic


April 22  Post-bellum Labor in the U.S. South


April 29  Race and Labor in the Borderlands


May 5        Race and Labor on the Pacific Rim


May 13       World War II


May 20       Race, Gender, and Labor


May 27       Native American Wage Labor


June 3       A Century of Struggle


June 10       Historiographical Essay Due 1pm, my box, 201 McKenzie Hall